
HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS PLAN FOR A VIDEO GAME

Production costs may be growing exponentially but so are gaming industry revenues. Unit sales of video game and
computer entertainment are worth an.

Are you doing something unique? It's often difficult to get advertisers behind a product early on, particularly if
you don't have something for them to see this is again why testing your product is so vital , but if there is a
great opportunity in an untapped arena, marketers would be more likely to partner up to help both parties.
Whom do you serve to? Whether it be executives playing BrickBreaker while they travel, a senior citizens Wii
tournament , New Yorkers playing solitaire on their subway ride, or a family night built around "Rock Band,"
everyone is playing games in some capacity. Not so bad, eh? The growth strategy is, simply enough, how you
intend to grow the business. Meaning, they each have to fill it out without discussing the answers with each
other first. It comes down to everybody is playing games. Lastly, before designing any video game, ensure
that you carry out a survey, administer questionnaires to your potential clients. Never fear, our mobile game
business plan guide is here! You get the picture. Funding do you need to raise any funds or will you fund the
business yourself? Is it something talked about but has never been done before? Describe your product in
detail, but get straight to the point. What time commitment will that involve? Dig Deeper: How to Make
Money on iPhone Apps Business Planning for a Mobile Gaming Company: Test Your Product "Perhaps better
than any other industry, the gaming industry is really good at getting a product out there for consumers to use,
get feedback on and see what they think," Story says. The next hot thing on the mobile gaming market seems
to be the Android, but it's all about designing games that capitalize on the original addictive nature of gaming,
to keep users coming back. Most businesses can benefit from some market research up front. The executive
summary should be no longer than a single page, and should give a clear explanation as to why your game
exists or will exist in the future. Use your network of friends, colleagues, and potential marketing partners to
explore more opportunities on the testing level. Then, use a service like SteamSpy to look at games similar to
yours. Like a poorly delivered punchline, this can severely undermine the perception of your company.
Finally, prospects represent any opportunities that could contribute to your marketing. Briefly discuss the
product, who your players are or will be , and why now is the right time for your game from a business
perspective e. The essence of carrying out feasibility studies before starting any business is to help you have
first hand information of the industry you are about investing your time and money into. The market for video
games is on the increase and there are rooms for new video games designers to come in; if you are creative
you will have your own fair share of the existing market. What value do you provide? The bottom line is that
you need the following skills to be able to start your own video game business; graphic design skills 2D, 3D et
al , animations skills, software design skills and you must be very creative. In reality, most of the video games
are developed by considering the needs of adult gamers.


